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Suzanne Yoon Named One of Mergers & Acquisitions’

2023 Most In�uential Women in Mid-Market M&A

Yoon recognized on distinguished list honoring dealmakers and trailblazers for fourth straight year

Kinzie Capital Partners (“Kinzie”) Founder and Managing Partner Suzanne Yoon has been named one

of Mergers & Acquisitions’ Most In�uential Women in Mid-Market M&A for the fourth consecutive

year. Yoon was recognized as a member of this distinguished list due to her signi�cant in�uence

inside Kinzie, its portfolio companies, and the wider middle-market, along with her clear commitment

to advancing women in the industry.

“I am honored to be included amongst these trailblazing women who are making

tremendous impacts not only on the status of women in �nance, but the industry as a

whole. Throughout my career I have worked to elevate the role of women and I am

very grateful to Mergers & Acquisitions for their recognition of my contributions and

the progress women are making across M&A.”

- Suzanne Yoon, Founder & Managing Partner of Kinzie Capital Partners

Yoon was recognized for her dedication to raising the pro�le of women and serving as a visible

example of success in the �nancial services industry. In addition to founding her own �rm and

managing investments, Yoon has an extensive history of philanthropy and civic engagement across

various sectors, including her involvement with Private Equity Women Investor Network (PEWIN),

Women’s Association of Venture and Equity (WAVE), serving as a board member of the Chicago Public

Library Foundation, the University of Iowa Center for Advancement, HFS Chicago Scholars, the

Forums Committee of the Economic Club of Chicago, and as Chair of the Board of Trustees of The

National Philanthropic Trust (NPT), the largest independent Donor Advised Fund  manager in the

world with over $14BL under management

View the full list of honorees and honorable mentions on the Mergers & Acquisitions website.
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Learn more about Kinzie

About Kinzie Capital Partners LP

Kinzie invests in lower middle-market companies in the manufactured products, business services

and consumer industries with $3M to $15M of EBITDA. In alliance with Clarity Partners, LLC,

specialists in management and technology consulting, Kinzie has assembled a team of technology,

operations and industry experts that work closely with its portfolio companies to execute strategic

vision. Whether companies are navigating a generational shift, experiencing a period of high growth

or managing a complex business cycle, Kinzie seeks to create sustainable outcomes by leveraging

technology and strong operational focus.
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